
 

Core Skill 
Code 

Core Skill Description 

IP F1 Teacher creates lesson objectives that are rigorous, measurable, and aligned to grade-level content standards. 

IP F2 Teacher designs lessons where the majority of class time is spent engaged in activities that directly align to the lesson objective. 

IP F3 Teacher selects instructional materials (texts, questions, problems, and exercises) that are appropriately demanding for the grade/course and 
time in the school-year.    

PLE F1 Teacher provides specific and observable directions for behavior and academics, such that students mostly understand what they should be 
doing. 

PLE F2 Teacher addresses most negative and off-task student behavior with authority and respect. 

PLE F3 Teacher uses clear routines and procedures to maximize instructional time.  

IS F1 Teacher explains content clearly and coherently, such that the majority of students are able to understand the material.  

IS F2 Teacher engages students by activating prior knowledge of the lesson content.  

IS F3 Teacher provides students with frequent opportunities to complete instructional tasks, such that students are not idle or left waiting for more 
than one or two minutes at a time. 

IS I1 Teacher executes appropriate checks for understanding at key points during the lesson.   

IS I2 Teacher engages students by making outside connections with other content areas, student experiences or interests, current events, and real 
world scenarios.  

IS I3 During a lesson, students have multiple opportunities to express learning through writing and/or verbal explanations using academic language. 

AS I1 Teacher uses aligned exit tickets or other daily formative assessments to gauge student mastery of objectives and progress to goals. 

AS I2 Teacher uses a meaningful diagnostic assessment(s) to determine students’ baseline understanding of content at the beginning of each unit. 

AS I3 Teacher uses a variety of assessments (formal and informal) that allow students to demonstrate mastery of objectives. 

DI I1 Teacher’s lessons include basic plans for differentiating the learning process (use of multiple modalities, flexible grouping, etc.) that serve the 
learning needs of the majority of students.  

DI I2 Teacher’s lessons include basic plans for differentiating the learning product (written task, oral task, alternate task options) that serve the 
learning needs of the majority of students.  

DI I3 In response to most instances of student misunderstanding, teacher uses one or more techniques to support students in gaining understanding 
(e.g. clarify the content, restating the question, etc…). 

DI P1 Teacher’s lessons include explicit plans for differentiation that align with student’s IEP goals, as well as student’s intervention and enrichment 
needs. 



DI P2 Teacher recognizes the root of student errors and re-teaches or re-frames content to address the underlying cause of student misunderstanding.  

DI P3 Teacher’s lessons include plans for enrichment and learning extension beyond the Bloom’s level of the lesson objective.  

AU P1 Teacher reviews assessment data each day and uses it to inform, guide, and adjust future instruction. 

AU P2 Teacher utilizes a system to track and analyze student assessment data (formative and summative) at least once per week.  

AU P3 Teacher shares assessment data with students and uses it to invest them in their own academic progress. 

ACE P1 Teacher’s lessons include frequent opportunities for students to engage in higher-order thinking questions, tasks and activities.  

ACE P2 Teacher ensures that students do the majority of thinking during a lesson by requiring them to cite evidence to support their answers and by 
providing them opportunities to respond to their peers’ ideas.  

ACE P3 Teacher encourages students to take academic risks and explore new ideas.  

  

 

 


